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Slaves, Spices and Ivory in Zanzibar
In 1888, a handful of German adventurers bungled and attempt to conquer the
Muslim towns of the East African coast. Their intrusion sparked a political crisis that
led to the collapse of all civil authority in the Swahili towns.

Slaves, Spices and Ivory in Zanzibar
The rise of Zanzibar was based on two major economic transformations. Firstly
slaves became used for producing cloves and grains for export. Previously the
slaves themselves were exported. Secondly, there was an increased international
demand for luxuries such as ivory. At the same time the price of imported
manufactured gods was falling. Zanzibar took advantage of its strategic position to
trade as far as the Great Lakes. However this very economic success increasingly
subordinated Zanzibar to Britain, with its anti-slavery crusade and its control over
the Indian merchant class. Professor Sheriff analyses the early stages of the
underdevelopment of East Africa and provides a corrective to the dominance of
political and diplomatic factors in the history of the area.

Destruction of Black Civilization: Great Issues of a Race From:
4500 B.C to 2000 A.D
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FEW BRITISH EXPLORERS IN ARABIA have produced books whose importance as
travelogues is trans-cended by their literary quality. One such is The Holy Cities of
Arabia, published to critical acclaim in 1928, with its author hailed as a worthy
successor to Burckhardt, Burton and Doughty. Unrivalled among works by Western
travellers to Islam's holy cities, this account of a pilgrimage to Makkah in 1925-26
is made all the more remark-able by its author's timing. In 1925 'Abd al-'Aziz Ibn
Saud brought to an end centuries of rule over the Hijaz by the Hashimite sharifs
and their Ottoman overlords. Rutter, living as a learned Muslim Arab in a Makkan
household, had a ringside seat as Riyadh imposed its writ on Islam's holy cities. As
striking as his account of life in Makkah before modernization are his interviews
with Ibn Saud, and his journeys to al-Ta'if and to the City of the Prophet, alMadinah. The Holy Cities of Arabia proved to be its author's only full-length work.
After a brief career as a Middle East traveller, Rutter lapsed into obscurity. This
new edition aims to revive a neglected masterpiece and to establish Rutter's
reputation. Little was known about him until now and the introduction tells the
story of his life for the first time, assessing his talents as a travel writer and
analysing his significance as a British convert.

The Troubled Heart of Africa
This narrative of the creation, development and collapse both of King Leopold's
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regime, and of the Belgian colony that replaced it, provides insight into the nature
of European colonialism in Africa and the consequences for Europe itself.

Land of Tears
A comprehensive study of the Eastern slave trade by an eminent British scholar A
companion volume to The Black Diaspora, this groundbreaking work tells the
fascinating and horrifying story of the Islamic slave trade. Islam's Black Slaves
documents a centuries-old institution that still survives, and traces the business of
slavery and its repercussions from Islam's inception in the seventh century,
through its history in China, India, Iran, Turkey, Egypt, Libya, and Spain, and on to
Sudan and Mauritania, where, even today, slaves continue to be sold. Ronald Segal
reveals for the first time the numbers involved in this trade--as many millions as
were transported to the Americas--and explores the differences between the traffic
in the East and the West. Islam's Black Slaves also examines the continued denial
of the very existence of this sector of the black diaspora, although it survives today
in significant numbers; and in an illuminating conclusion, Segal addresses the
appeal of Islam to African-American communities, and the perplexing refusal of
Black Muslim leaders to acknowledge black slavery and oppression in present-day
Mauritania and Sudan. A fitting companion to Segal's previous work, Islam's Black
Slaves is a fascinating account of an often unacknowledged tradition, and a
riveting cross-cultural commentary.
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Tippy Tip
The Objects of Life in Central Africa
Tippoo Tib, the Story of His Career in Central Africa
The rise of Zanzibar was based on two major economic transformations. Firstly
slaves became used for producing cloves and grains for export. Previously the
slaves themselves were exported. Secondly, there was an increased international
demand for luxuries such as ivory. At the same time the price of imported
manufactured gods was falling. Zanzibar took advantage of its strategic position to
trade as far as the Great Lakes. However this very economic success increasingly
subordinated Zanzibar to Britain, with its anti-slavery crusade and its control over
the Indian merchant class. Professor Sheriff analyses the early stages of the
underdevelopment of East Africa and provides a corrective to the dominance of
political and diplomatic factors in the history of the area.

Buying Time
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Vansina’s scope is breathtaking: he reconstructs the history of the forest lands that
cover all or part of southern Cameroon, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, the Congo,
Zaire, the Central African Republic, and Cabinda in Angola, discussing the original
settlement of the forest by the western Bantu; the periods of expansion and
innovation in agriculture; the development of metallurgy; the rise and fall of
political forms and of power; the coming of Atlantic trade and colonialism; and the
conquest of the rainforests by colonial powers and the destruction of a way of life.
“In 400 elegantly brilliant pages Vansina lays out five millennia of history for nearly
200 distinguishable regions of the forest of equatorial Africa around a new, subtly
paradoxical interpretation of ‘tradition.’” —Joseph Miller, University of Virginia
“Vansina gives extended coverage . . . to the broad features of culture and the
major lines of historical development across the region between 3000 B.C. and
A.D. 1000. It is truly an outstanding effort, readable, subtle, and integrative in its
interpretations, and comprehensive in scope. . . . It is a seminal study . . . but it is
also a substantive history that will long retain its usefulness.”—Christopher Ehret,
American Historical Review

The Holy Cities of Arabia
Fighting the Slave-hunters in Central Africa
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The various manifestations of coerced labour between the opening up of the
Atlantic world and the formal creation of Haiti.

Fortunes of Africa
"Walter and Gretchen wonder what will happen to their weak goat. He's not
needed on the homestead or as a pack goat. Concern for Tippy Tip's future and a
friend's unhappy situation inspire Walter's thoughtful solution. A touching and
heartfelt fable, Tippy Tip shows that everybody has a special purpose."--Page [4]
cover.

Tippu Tip
This book examines the role of war in shaping the African state, society, and
economy by tracing shifts in the culture and practice of war.

King Leopold's Rule in Africa
A dramatic account of the slave trade in the early 19th century Indian Ocean is
presented through the stories of the Omani Sultan Said and his daughter, Princess
Salme, offering insight into the Arabian Peninsula kingdom's lucrative growth and
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ties to America.

Warfare in African History
"An enthralling story . . . A work of history that reads like a novel." — Christian
Science Monitor “As Hochschild’s brilliant book demonstrates, the great Congo
scandal prefigured our own times . . . This book must be read and reread.” — Los
Angeles Times Book Review In the late nineteenth century, as the European
powers were carving up Africa, King Leopold II of Belgium carried out a brutal
plundering of the territory surrounding the Congo River. Ultimately slashing the
area’s population by ten million, he still managed to shrewdly cultivate his
reputation as a great humanitarian. A tale far richer than any novelist could invent,
King Leopold’s Ghost is the horrifying account of a megalomaniac of monstrous
proportions. It is also the deeply moving portrait of those who defied Leopold:
African rebel leaders who fought against hopeless odds and a brave handful of
missionaries, travelers, and young idealists who went to Africa for work or
adventure but unexpectedly found themselves witnesses to a holocaust and
participants in the twentieth century’s first great human rights movement. A
National Book Critics Circle Award Finalist A New York Times Notable Book

Islam's Black Slaves
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In this vast and vivid panorama of history, Martin Meredith, bestselling author of
The State of Africa, follows the fortunes of Africa over a period of 5,000 years. With
compelling narrative, he traces the rise and fall of ancient kingdoms and empires;
the spread of Christianity and Islam; the enduring quest for gold and other riches;
the exploits of explorers and missionaries; and the impact of European
colonisation. He examines, too, the fate of modern African states and concludes
with a glimpse into their future. This is history on an epic scale.

Tippu Tip
What’s in a name? As Osumaka Likaka argues in this illuminating study, the names
that Congolese villagers gave to European colonizers reveal much about how
Africans experienced and reacted to colonialism. The arrival of explorers,
missionaries, administrators, and company agents allowed Africans to observe
Westerners’ physical appearances, behavior, and cultural practices at close
range—often resulting in subtle yet trenchant critiques. By naming Europeans,
Africans turned a universal practice into a local mnemonic system, recording and
preserving the village’s understanding of colonialism in the form of pithy verbal
expressions that were easy to remember and transmit across localities, regions,
and generations. Methodologically innovative, Naming Colonialism advances a new
approach that shows how a cultural process—the naming of Europeans—can
provide a point of entry into economic and social histories. Drawing on archival
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documents and oral interviews, Likaka encounters and analyzes a welter of coded
fragments. The vivid epithets Congolese gave to rubber company agents—“the
home burner,” “Leopard,” “Beat, beat,” “The hippopotamus-hide whip”—clearly
conveyed the violence that underpinned colonial extractive economies. Other
names were subtler, hinting at derogatory meaning by way of riddles, metaphors,
or symbols to which the Europeans were oblivious. Africans thus emerge from this
study as autonomous actors whose capacity to observe, categorize, and evaluate
reverses our usual optic, providing a critical window on Central African colonialism
in its local and regional dimensions.

Unshook Till the End of Time
A guide to visiting the Democratic Republic of Congo and the Republic of Congo
that provides an overview of the countries' geography, climate, history,
government, culture, politics, and economy and offers information on
accommodations, transportation, entertainment, shopping, nightlife, attractions,
restaurants, and sights.

European Atrocity, African Catastrophe
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Paths in the Rainforests
A landmark book that will be vital to historians of Oman and analysts of the
geopolitics of the Persian Gulf. Draws on previously unpublished Foreign Office
archive materials. Oman's location at the mouth of the Persian Gulf, pincering oil
flows with Iran, is of huge strategic importance and makes it the focus on
increasing political interest.

The Last Journals of David Livingstone
Unforgettable tells the story of culinary legend and author of nine award-winning
cookbooks, Paula Wolfert, who was diagnosed with Alzheimer's in 2013. This
biographical cookbook written by Emily Kaiser Thelin and photographed by Eric
Wolfinger, shares more than fifty of her most iconic dishes and explores the
relationship between food and memory. The gripping narrative traces the arc of
Wolfert's career, from her Brooklyn childhood to her adventures in the farthest
corners of the Mediterranean: from nights spent with Beat Generation icons like
Allen Ginsberg, to working with the great James Beard; from living in Morocco at a
time when it really was like a fourteenth century culture, to bringing international
food to America's kitchens through magazines and cookbooks. Anecdotes and
adventuresome stories come from Paula's extensive personal archive, interviews
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with Paula herself, and dozens of interviews with food writers and chefs whom she
influenced and influenced her-including Alice Waters,Thomas Keller, Diana
Kennedy, André Daguin, and Jacques Pepin. Wolfert's recipes are like no other:
each is a new discovery, yielding incredible flavors, using unusual techniques and
ingredients, often with an incredible backstory. And the recipes are organized into
menus inspired by Wolfert's life and travels--such as James Beard's Easy
Entertaining menu; a Moroccan Party; and a Slow and Easy Feast. Unforgettable
also addresses Wolfert's acknowledgement of the challenges of living with
Alzheimer's, a disease that often means she cannot remember the things she did
yesterday, but can still recall in detail what she has cooked over the years. Not
accepting defeat easily, Wolfert created a new brain-centric diet, emphasizing
healthy meats and fresh vegetables, and her recipes are included here.
Unforgettable is a delight for those who know and love Paula Wolfert's recipes, but
will be a delicious discovery for those who love food, but have not yet heard of this
influential cookbook writer and culinary legend.

Elephant Destiny
In Buying Time, Thomas F. McDow synthesizes Indian Ocean, Middle Eastern, and
East African studies as well as economic and social history to explain how, in the
nineteenth century, credit, mobility, and kinship knit together a vast
interconnected Indian Ocean region. That vibrant and enormously influential swath
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extended from the desert fringes of Arabia to Zanzibar and the Swahili coast and
on to the Congo River watershed. In the half century before European colonization,
Africans and Arabs from coasts and hinterlands used newfound sources of credit to
seek out opportunities, establish new outposts in distant places, and maintain
families in a rapidly changing economy. They used temporizing strategies to
escape drought in Oman, join ivory caravans in the African interior, and build new
settlements. The key to McDow’s analysis is a previously unstudied trove of Arabic
business deeds that show complex variations on the financial transactions that
underwrote the trade economy across the region. The documents list names,
genealogies, statuses, and clan names of a wide variety of people—Africans,
Indians, and Arabs; men and women; free and slave—who bought, sold, and
mortgaged property. Through unprecedented use of these sources, McDow moves
the historical analysis of the Indian Ocean beyond connected port cities to reveal
the roles of previously invisible people.

Congo
Emancipation Without Abolition in German East Africa,
C.1884-1914
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Study of the African diaspora is now a dynamic field in the development of new
methods and approaches to African history. This book brings together the latest
research on African diaspora in Asia with case studies about India and the Indian
Ocean islands.

Slavery in the Modern World
The Fall of the Congo Arabs
For thousands of years, the majestic elephant has roamed the African continent, as
beloved by man as it has been preyed upon. But centuries of exploitation and ivory
hunting have taken their toll: now, as wars and poachers continue to ravage its
habitat, as disease and political strife deflect attention from its plight, the African
elephant faces imminent extinction. What will become of these magnificent
beasts? As the elephant's future looms ever darker, Martin Meredith's concise and
richly illustrated biography traces the elephant's history from the first ivory
expeditions of the Egyptian pharaohs 2500 years ago to today, exploring along the
way the indelible imprint the African elephant has made in art, literature, culture,
and society. He shares recent extraordinary discoveries about the elephant's
sophisticated family and community structure and reveals the remarkable ways in
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which elephants show compassion and loyalty to each other. Elegant, illuminating,
and urgent, Elephant Destiny offers a beautiful and important tribute to one of
earth's most magisterial creatures at the very moment it threatens to vanish from
being.

Historical Companion to Postcolonial Literatures - Continental
Europe and its Empires
The first reference work to provide an integrated and authoritative body of
information about the political, cultural and economic contexts of postcolonial
literatures that have their provenance in the major European Empires of Belgium,
Denmark, France, G

The Cambridge World History of Slavery: Volume 3, AD
1420-AD 1804
This book examines the history of the European Scramble for Africa from the
perspective of the Omanis and other Arabs in East Africa. It will be of interest not
only to African specialists, but also those working on the Middle East, where
awareness is now emerging that the history of those settled on the southern
peripheries of Arabia has been intimately entwined with Indian Ocean maritime
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activities since pre-Islamic times. The nineteenth century, however, saw these
maritime borderlands being increasingly drawn into a new world economy, one of
whose effects was the development of an ivory front in the interior of the continent
that, by the 1850s, led the Omanis and Swahili to establish themselves on the
Upper Congo. A reconstruction of their history and their interaction with Europeans
is a major theme of this book. European colonial rivalries in Africa is not a subject
in vogue today, while the Arabs are still largely viewed as invaders and slavers.
The fact that the British separated the Sultanates of Muscat and Zanzibar is
reflected in European research so that historians have little grasp of the
geographic, tribal and religious continuum that persisted between overseas empire
and the Omani homeland. Ibadism is regarded as irrelevant to the mainstream of
Islamic religious protest whereas, during the lead up to establishing direct colonial
rule, its ideology played a significant role; even the final rally against the Belgians
in the Congo was conducted in the name of an Imam al-Muslimin. Back home, the
fallout from the British massacre that crushed the last Arab attempt to reassert
independence in Zanzibar was an important contributory cause towards the refounding of an Imamate that survived until the mid-1950s.

Through the Dark Continent
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Picture of Slavery in the United States of America
An account of Belgian colonization in Africa and its consequences for the
indigenous populations.

Tippu Tip and the East African Slave Trade
Animal Trade Histories in the Indian Ocean World
This work is the first encyclopedia on the labor practices that constitute modernday slavery—and the individuals and organizations working today to eradicate
them.

Feasts and Riot
Notes misperceptions surrounding the Congo and profiles the region's natural
beauty, historical events, victimization as a political pawn, and the prospects
facing a young new leader, the son of assassinated dictator Laurent Kabila.

Unforgettable
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"Bad times have come to the Archipelago--it's almost as if the world is cursed! Can
Hiccup hold on to his sword, stop a dragon rebellion, and stop Alvin from becoming
the next King of the Wilderwest?"--P. [4] of cover.

The Arabs and the Scramble for Africa
This is a widely read classic exposition of the history of Africans on the continent,
the people of African descent in the United States and in the diaspora. This is well
researched scholarly work detailing the development of civilisation in Africa and its
destruction

The Sultan's Shadow
In The Objects of Life in Central Africa the history of consumption and social
change from 1840 until 1980 is explored. By looking at the socio-economic,
political and cultural meaning and impact of goods the contributions reassess
Central African history

Naming Colonialism
A prizewinning historian's epic account of the scramble to control equatorial Africa
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In just three decades at the end of the nineteenth century, the heart of Africa was
utterly transformed. Virtually closed to outsiders for centuries, by the early 1900s
the rainforest of the Congo River basin was one of the most brutally exploited
places on earth. In Land of Tears, historian Robert Harms reconstructs the chaotic
process by which this happened. Beginning in the 1870s, traders, explorers, and
empire builders from Arabia, Europe, and America moved rapidly into the region,
where they pioneered a deadly trade in ivory and rubber for Western markets and
in enslaved labor for the Indian Ocean rim. Imperial conquest followed close
behind. Ranging from remote African villages to European diplomatic meetings to
Connecticut piano-key factories, Land of Tears reveals how equatorial Africa
became fully, fatefully, and tragically enmeshed within our global world.

Memoirs of an Arabian Princess
Tippu Tip, notorious to some, intriguing to others, was a Zanzibari Arab trader
living in the turbulent and rapidly changing Africa of the late 19th century. This
biography transports the reader into his extraordinary world, describing its exotic
cast of characters and the principal factors that shaped it. His colorful life
culminated in his engagement as governor of a province in the 'Congo Free State'
of the Belgian King Leopold, and in his involvement in Stanley's astonishing
expedition to relieve Emin Pasha, governor of the Egyptian southern province of
Equatoria. This book is the first thorough investigation in English of this significant
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figure. The lucid narrative unfolds against the political and economic backdrop of
European and American commercial aims, while allowing the reader to see the
period through African and Arab eyes. The fascinating figures who strutted the
19th-century African stage, and their hardly believable exploits, give this book an
appeal reaching beyond the African specialist to the general reader.

King Leopold's Ghost
Examining the complex history of slavery in East Africa, this text focuses on the
region that came under German colonial rule. Divided into three parts, Deutsch
highlights the role played by the slaves in the process of emancipation.

Uncovering the History of Africans in Asia
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